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FIGHTERS START BIG BLAZE

Flames from burning petrol could be seen for 30 miles by Spitfire
pilots returning from an offensive over France today.

This was one of many attacks on targets in enemy occupied country made by
pilots of Fighter Command from dawn to dusk.

The Spitfir- pilots attacked a large petrol tanker moving along a road

towards Cherbourg.

"I dived on it, gave it one burst and there was a hell of an explosion",

a D.F.C. pilot officer said, "Blazing petrol splashed all over the road for

200 yards completely holding up the traffic.”

Next the pilots attacked an oil refinery containing about 150 small tanks.

Every tank was on fire when they left. ”It was just like a blazing inferno”, another

pilot said, "and we could feel the heat in our machines.” Finally the Spitfires

attacked and blew up four gasometers.

Four enemy trains were attacked by other Spitfire pilots in the Cherbourg

area. "One engine was blown sky high "said a pilot on his return, ” and German

troops dived in a panic from their waggons”.

Another pilot, a South African on a lone patrol, cane across about 20 German

soldiers eating a meal by the roadside where they had stopped with a convoy of

army lorries.

”I interrupted; this with a short burst from 800 feet”, he said. Later this

pilot shot pieces off the superstructure of an enemy ship at the entrance to

Boulogne harbour, French fishermen waved fish aloft as a greeting to other pilots

as they swept overhead.

Hist interfered with the later attack on an aerodrome but despite this

pilots machine-gunned huts, a control tower and a gun-post, while others attacked

a factory. Observation towers, a goods train, soldiers and another gun-post were

shot up by other pilots in this operation.

Only one formation of about 8 Messerschmitts was seen. There were F.type

which, before they made off, were attacked head on and several of them damaged.


